Connector for PXi 6289

SDCC Connector

All test points are TP-040_RND

100 mil Header

Test points allow for a load resistance to be easily added to the circuit.

SW1A controls relays SW1B and SW1C. At open (rst) position, shunt resistance is 100 ohms. At closed (set) position, shunt resistance is 1 ohm.

SW2A controls relays SW2B and SW2C. At default (rst) position the INA gain is 1 V/V. At set position the INA gain is 100 V/V.

Connect to VIN, GND, SCLK, RST, DAC_DIN, FORCE_OUT, CURRENT_OUT, and RELAY_RST

At open (rst) position, shunt resistance is 100 ohms. At closed (set) position, shunt resistance is 1 ohm.

At default (rst) position the INA gain is 1 V/V. At set position the INA gain is 100 V/V.
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